1. No touching dog.

2. No abuse: no kicking dog, no loud/mean handling of dog.

3. No tight leashes in the ring, including correcting the dog.

4. **Beginners:**
   - a. May jump with your dog.
   - b. Must pick up your leash in between obstacles.
   - c. Three (3) tries at one (1) obstacle, then move on to the next obstacle.

5. **Tunnels:** Enter at the correct end.

6. **Pause Table:** Dog can get on from any side.

7. **Weaver Poles** (Advanced & Intermediate): Make sure you enter in with the first weave pole to dog’s *left* shoulder.

8. **Contact Obstacles:** Dog must touch all contact zones.

9. Absolutely no outside help from parents, family or friends when member and dog are showing.